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a b s t r a c t 

In Operational Research conventional simulation practices typically focus on the conceptualization, de- 

velopment and use of a single model simulated on a single computer by a single analyst. Since the late

1970s the field of Distributed Simulation has led research into how to speed up simulation and how

to compose large-scale simulations consisting of many reusable models running using distributed com- 

puters. There have been significant advances in the theories and technologies underpinning Distributed

Simulation and there have been major successes in defence, computer systems design and smart urban

environments. However, from an Operational Research perspective, Distributed Simulation has had little

impact on mainstream research and practice. To argue the potential benefits of Distributed Simulation for

Operational Research, this article gives an overview of Distributed Simulation approaches and technolo- 

gies as well as discussing the state-of-the-art of Distributed Simulation applications. It will investigate

the potential advantages of Distributed Simulation for Operational Research and present a possible sus- 

tainable future, based on experiences from e-Science, that will help Operational Research meet future

challenges such as those emerging from Big Data Analytics, Cyber-physical systems, Industry 4.0, Digital

Twins and Smart environments.

© 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

Distributed Simulation (DS) is a field with roots in Computer Sci-

nce, especially parallel and distributed computing, and has con-

ributed to major successes in the simulation of large systems in

efence, computer systems design and smart urban environments.

s noted by Fujimoto (1990; 2016 ) the field emerged from two

ommunities. In the 1970s, the Parallel Discrete Event Simulation

PDES) community investigated how to speed up simulations us-

ng multiple processors in high performance computing systems.

ater, in the 1980s, principally led by effort s in the defence sec-

or to enable simulation reuse, the DS community used PDES tech-

iques to interconnect simulations together running on distributed

omputers connected by a network. Today, researchers active in

hese areas informally call the field Parallel and Distributed Simu-

ation (PADS) . However, as the wider simulation community often

efers to this as just DS , we shall therefore use this term in this

eview. 

The main goals of DS are to use parallel and distributed com-

uting techniques and multiple computers to speed up the execu-

ion of a simulation program and/or to link together simulations
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o support reusability ( Fujimoto, 20 0 0 ). Some authors have also

sed DS to refer to approaches that run simulation experi-

ents and/or replications on distributed computers in parallel

ith the goal of reducing the time taken to analyse a system

 Heidelberger, 1986 ). Following the “modes” of simulation intro-

uced by Robinson (2002) , Fig. 1 shows these three main modes

f DS: Mode A to speed up a single simulation, Mode B to link

ogether and reuse several simulations, and Mode C to speed up

imulation experimentation. In Mode A, a simulation that might

e simulated on a single computer is subdivided on some basis

nto separate simulations that are run on different computers in-

eracting via a communications network – the possibility of speed

p arises from the parallel execution of the separate simulations.

n Mode B, several simulations running on different com puters are

inked together to form a single simulation again with interactions

etween models carried out via a communications network–larger

odels beyond the capability of a single computer can be created

nd simulations can be reused by connecting them to other simu-

ations (so potentially reducing the cost of developing new sim-

lations). In Mode C, experiments carried out sequentially, one-

t-a-time, on a single computer are instead run in parallel using

ultiple computers coordinated by some experimentation man-

ger via a communication network – the parallel execution of

imulation runs can therefore significantly reduce experimentation

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2018.04.032
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ejor
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Glossary 

ABS Agent-based Simulation 

ALSP Aggregate Level Simulation Protocol 

APIs Application Programming Interfaces 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CORBA Common Object Request Broker Archi- 

tecture 

CMSD Core Manufacturing Simulation Data 

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency 

DMSO Defense Modeling and Simulation Of- 

fice 

DES Discrete-event Simulation 

DIS Distributed Interactive Simulation 

DS Distributed Simulation 

Federate Object Model 

FIFO First In First Out 

FMI Functional Mock-up Interface 

GTW Georgia Tech Time Warp 

GVT Global Virtual Time 

GPU Graphical Processing Unit 

HLA High Level Architecture 

HPC High Performance Computing 

ICT Information and Communication 

Technologies 

IaaS Infrastructure as a Service 

i4MS Innovation for Manufacturing SMEs 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers 

IoT Internet of Things 

IRMs Interoperability Reference Models 

LPs Logical Processes 

M&S Modelling & Simulation 

MSaaS Modelling & Simulation as a Service 

NREN National Research and Education Net- 

work 

OMT Object Model Template 

OR Operational Research 

Operational Research/ OR/MS 

Management Science 

PADS Parallel and Distributed Simulation 

PDES Parallel Discrete Event Simulation 

PaaS Platform as a Service 

ROSS Rensselaer’s Optimistic Simulation 

System 

RTI Run Time Infrastructure 

SOA Service Oriented Architecture 

SISO Simulation Interoperability Standards 

Organization 

(SIMNET SIMulator NETworking 

SSQ Single Server Queue 

SME Small-to-Medium Enterprise 

SaaS Software as a Service 

SISO-STD-006-2010 Standard for COTS Simulation Package 

Interoperability Reference Models 

SAC Standards Activity Committee 

SPEEDS Synchronous Parallel Environment for 

Emulation and Discrete Event Simula- 

tion 

SysML Systems Modelling Language 

SISO-STD-008-2010 The Standard for Core Manufacturing 

Simulation Data 

TEM Timestamped Event Message 
e

UML Unified Modelling Language 

VLSI Very Large Scale Integration 

WWW World Wide Web 

ime or significantly increase the number of simulation experi-

ents possible in the same timeframe. 

From an Operational Research (OR) perspective, simulation is a

ey technique in predictive and prescriptive analytics ( Lustig, Diet-

ich, Johnson, & Dziekan, 2010 ) as it allows different possible sce-

arios to be analysed by creating a model of a system and exper-

menting with it under different conditions ( Law, 2015; Robinson,

014 ). Conventional simulation practice in OR typically involves a

ingle analyst building a single model and performing simulation

xperiments in sequence on a single computer (e.g. Gogi, Tako, &

obinson, 2016; Proudlove, Bisogno, Onggo, Calabrese, & Levialdi

hiron, 2017; Robinson, Radnor, Burgess, & Worthington, 2012;

ako & Kotiadis, 2015 ). Even though a single computer can be quite

owerful, especially if it has multiple cores or CPUs, it places prac-

ical limitations in terms of processing and time. Arguably, this also

eans that “conventional” simulation practitioners are not taking

dvantage of exciting and significant innovations in parallel and

istributed computing that are being exploited elsewhere. 

For example, many scientists use grid computing or

-Infrastructures, integrated collections of computers, data, ap-

lications and sensors across different organizations to support

nternational scientific projects ( Bird, Jones, & Kee, 2009; Foster,

esselman, & Tuecke, 2001 ). Cloud computing offers relatively low

ost on-demand scalable computing power ( Mell & Grance, 2011 ).

loud is being used to create affordable high performance Big Data

nd Analytics applications in a similar way to grid computing,

specially when appropriate IT infrastructure does not exist locally

 Yang, Huang, Li, Liu, & Hu, 2017 ). Novel techniques to explore the

sensed environment” have given rise to the Internet of Things

IoT) and Cyber-physical systems ( Atzori, Iera, & Morabito, 2010 ).

he combination of these with cloud computing and Big Data

nalytics are fuelling new Cyber-physical systems such as “Smart”

pplications in society and industry ( Cocchia, 2014 ), Digital Twins

 Tao et al., 2018 ) and new initiatives such as Industry 4.0 ( Trappey,

areesh Govindarajan, Chuang, & Sun, 2017 ). Some of these ap-

lications need rapid responses from a computing infrastructure

or monitoring and control purposes. Edge and Fog distributed

omputing have recently emerged to complement cloud comput-

ng to support these applications ( Chiang & Zhang, 2016 ). In turn,

ungle computing has emerged as a collective term for applications

hat use a combination of grid, cloud and associated technologies

 Tychalas & Karatza, 2017 ). 

As outlined above, DS has the potential to allow OR practi-

ioners and researchers to build and simulate large models, to

un experiments faster or to do more experimentation within a

roject. As some DS research investigates how advances in dis-

ributed computing can be used in these contexts, DS also has

he potential of acting as a “gateway” to the exploitation of these

echnologies by OR researchers and practitioners. However, DS is

argely a stranger to mainstream OR research and practice. To ar-

ue the potential benefits of DS, this article presents an overview

f the approaches and technologies of DS. The state-of-the-art of

istributed Simulation applications is then presented with com-

on themes, areas of success and barriers to wider use. Based on

his, the article discusses the potential of DS for OR and, draw-

ng from experiences in e-Science, suggests a possible sustainable

uture of DS for OR that will help OR to meet future challenges

uch as those emerging from innovations in Big Data Analyt-

cs, Cyber-physical systems, Industry 4.0, Digital Twins and Smart

nvironments. 
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Fig. 1. Modes of distributed simulation.
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This article is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview

f DS is given in the next section with arguments for DS and an

xample of how DS works. Sections 3 and 4 present the main ap-

roaches to DS and the parallel and distributed computing tech-

ologies that have been used for DS. Section 5 reviews the cur-

ent state-of-the-art of DS applications and shows the wide range

f domains in which DS research is being applied. Based on this,

nd experiences of successful distributed computing initiatives in

ther areas such as e-Science, Section 6 discusses the potential ma-

or impact of DS on OR and a possible sustainable future of DS in

R. Finally, Section 7 concludes the article with some key recom-

endations on how DS can grow to play a major role in OR. 
p  
. An overview of distributed simulation

The following section presents an overview of DS by first con-

idering the arguments for DS and then an overview of how DS

orks. 

.1. Arguments for distributed simulation 

What are the arguments for DS? These can be illustrated with

he following supply chain example. Company A and B manufac-

ure a range of widgets to sell to various consumers. Company A

roduces the widget bodies and Company B finishes these. The
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problem that both companies face is how to balance production

so that Company A does not produce too much stock and Com-

pany B never starves of stock. It is assumed that both companies

already use simulation to manage their own production processes.

Both companies decide to create a single joint discrete-event sim-

ulation to manage balanced production. It is normal practice for

simulations such as these to be developed in a commercial sim-

ulation package. For example, Company A’s simulation might be

developed in WITNESS ( www.lanner.com ) and Company B’s simu-

lation in Flexsim ( www.flexsim.com ). A Flexsim simulation cannot

be “cut and pasted” into WITNESS or vice versa. If the scenario is

changed slightly and both companies have simulations coded in a

simulation language such as REPAST using JAVA (repast.github.io),

then a single simulation could be created. However, integrating the

two simulations would take time and most likely require some re-

coding effort (e.g. clashing variable/method names, different data

structures and sources, common simulation executive, etc.) When

the new simulation has been created, both companies can now

see the inner workings of each other, the detail at which each

has simulated its processes and any assumptions that have been

made. The data each company uses in its simulation will also be

revealed. Assuming two companies are happy to share detail and

data at this level, another issue arises. The new supply chain sim-

ulation and its supporting data is now distinct to the two sepa-

rate company simulations and data. Any changes to a local simula-

tion or data will need to be coordinated with the new simulation.

Fig. 1 (b) shows the far simpler alternative presented by DS where

simulations are kept separate but run together. On this basis sev-

eral authors have identified arguments for DS from an OR perspec-

tive ( Boer, de Bruin, & Verbraeck, 20 09; Lendermann et al., 20 07;

Mustafee, Taylor, Katsaliaki, Dwivedi, & Williams, 2012; Taylor et al.

2012 ). These include: 

Execution time . A large simulation can be slow to run. DS can

be used to split the simulation across multiple computers

to exploit parallel processing to speed up execution. DS may

also allow simulation experimentation to be processed faster

by using multiple computers. 

Model composability and reuse . The development of a simu-

lation can represent a significant investment in time and

money. When building a new simulation it may be at-

tractive to reuse a simulation as a sub-component. How-

ever, practical issues such as variable name clashes, variable

type incompatibility, global variables and different verifica-

tion/validation assumptions might mean extensive recoding

and testing. Further, if the simulations have been developed

in different simulation packages or languages then it might

not be possible to combine them at all without starting from

scratch. It may be more convenient to just link the simula-

tions together as a DS. 

Ownership and Management . Following the above, if a simula-

tion has been composed from reused simulations then it

may be difficult for a simulation owner or developer to up-

date their simulation without having to update the entire

simulation. DS allows simulations to be independently man-

aged as they are still separate. 

Privacy . Creating a single simulation from other simulations

could also mean that the entire details of a simulation

would be revealed to the developer of the single simula-

tion. If a simulation contains secrets (e.g. the confidential in-

ner workings of a factory, hospital or military system) then

these would be visible to anyone running the newly com-

posed simulation. DS preserves this separation and allows

simulations to be composed from “black boxed” simulations.

Data integrity and privacy. Similar to the above problems is the

issue of data integrity and privacy. If a simulation requires
access to a specific database then when a new simulation is

created that data may have to be copied to allow the new

simulation to access it. This data may be confidential. An-

other issue is how can the integrity of the data be preserved

(how can the copy be kept up-to-date)? DS allows data to

remain with the owning simulation and therefore avoids this

issue. 

Hybrid simulation . There are very few commercial simula-

tion packages that support hybrid simulations consisting

of discrete-event, agent-based and/or system dynamics ele-

ments. DS allows simulations of these different types to be

linked together. 

To balance the above it must be noted that simply dividing a

imulation across different processors does not automatically guar-

ntee speed up. The overhead of coordination between the simu-

ations could result in a slower execution than a single simulation.

imilarly, reusing a simulation as part of a DS is also not auto-

atic, especially if that simulation was not designed for that pur-

ose ( Robinson, Nance, Paul, Pidd, & Taylor, 2004 ). Currently, no

ommercial simulation package possesses “off-the-shelf” DS func-

ionality. These need to be modified to enable models to interact

ver a communication network (which can be complex). Also, to

ealise a successful DS for OR project, knowledge is needed that

ombines DS, OR, computer networking, advanced computing tech-

ologies and significant programming experience. However, as will

e seen in Section 5 , there are many examples of where DS has

ielded success and, in Section 6 , investment in DS research and

evelopment may have significant impact on OR. 

.2. An overview of how distributed simulation works 

How does DS actually work? In DS Mode A and B, speeding

p a simulation or linking simulations together, the main issue in

S is the coordination of simulation time across distributed com-

uters. Approaches to this have been derived from the coordina-

ion and synchronization of software processes running on differ-

nt distributed computers ( Tanenbaum & van Steen, 2007 ). One

lass of algorithms deal with how computers can synchronise their

hysical clocks across a communications network to coordinate

he real-time execution of software processes. Building on this ap-

roach to coordination, rather than synchronising actual physical

locks, another class of algorithms focus on the logical ordering of

ctions across the computers in a distributed system. If there is no

nteraction between two computers in a distributed system there

s no point synchronising clocks. However, the actions of the two

omputers might indirectly effect each other via interactions with

ther computers. Therefore, actions need to be ordered over the

ntire distributed system. Lamport (1978) described an algorithm

hat used logical clocks , action timestamps and the happens-before

elation to impose a partial action ordering over a distributed

ystem. 

In a DS, several simulations interact with each other via event

essages (i.e. if one simulation affects another then a timestamped

vent message is sent to represent this effect). Lamport’s algorithm

ormed the basis for event message ordering, or time management ,

n DS. As not all simulations interact with each other all the time,

 major goal in DS is to take advantage of this to ensure that all

vents are processed in the correct order (at least by the end of

he simulation run) while maximising the amount of parallel ex-

cution of the simulations (to take advantage of the processing

rovided by multiple computers by reducing the amount of syn-

hronization needed). To illustrate the time management problem,

onsider the simple DS of Fig. 2 . This simulation consists of three

ingle server queues (SSQ). SSQ1 and SSQ2 both have a full FIFO

ueue of entities. An entity is processed according to a server’s

http://www.lanner.com
http://www.flexsim.com
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Fig. 2. Simple distributed simulation.
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rocessing time and then sent to SSQ3. Each SSQ is “mapped”, or

xecuted, on a different computer (i.e. there are three computers).

ach SSQ simulation has all it needs to run a discrete-event sim-

lation (state, event routines, event list, clock, simulation execu-

ive, etc.) In a DS, to represent the transfer of an entity from one

SQ to another SSQ, the originating simulation will send a times-

amped event message to the destination simulation. For example,

SQ1 and SSQ2 are processing entities every 10 and 12 minutes re-

pectively. When each server finishes processing it sends its entity

o SSQ3 (no travel time). 

Starting the simulation at zero and assuming that SSQs 1 and

 never run out of entities to process, entities will arrive in the

ollowing order at SSQ3: e1 at 10 (time t1), e2 at 12 (time t2), e3

t 20 (time t3), e4 at 24 (time t4), e5 at 30 (time t5), etc. (i.e.

1 < t2 < t3…). These interactions are represented by timestamped

vent messages (the diagram shows two messages TEM1 and TEM2

epresenting the transfer of e1 and e2). Given that there is no

ingle simulation clock coordinating time across the DS, we can-

ot make any assumptions of what time the SSQ3 simulation has

eached when an event message is sent. There therefore needs to

e some coordination algorithm that will ensure, at least by the

nd of the simulation, that all events are processed in the correct

rder. In this case, TEM1 represents the arrival of e1 at SSQ3 at

1 and TEM2 represents the arrival of e2 at SSQ3 at t2. We must

nsure that the SSQ3 processes TEM1 and TEM2 in that order oth-

rwise the simulation will have processed the events out of order. 

Typically in DS we assume that a simulation is composed of a

et of Logical Processes (LPs) that represent different parts of the

imulation (e.g. the SSQs of the above example) 1 . LPs communi-

ate via timestamped messages. The goal of a time management

lgorithm is to ensure that, by the end of the simulation, all LPs

ave processed their events in timestamp order (both “internal”

vents produced by the LP and “external” events represented by

imestamped messages arriving at the LP). This is termed the local

ausality constraint and it can be shown that if all LPs maintain this
1 In this discussion it is assumed that the LPs are running on separate computers.

hese techniques were originated created on high performance computer systems

n the 1970s and 1980s where LPs ran on multiple processors in shared memory

igh performance computers. This message passing approach meant that it was

traightforward to move to distributed computers. In today’s powerful computers

hat have multiple processors (i.e. multiple cores), it is again relatively straightfor- 

ard to run LPs on each processor. A DS can therefore run on distributed comput- 

rs, the multiple cores of a single computer, and on combinations of the two.

i

3

 

u  

g  
onstraint, the DS will be causally correct. This approach is essen-

ially the basis for conservative approaches to time management .

n alternative to this is to let LPs process events as soon as they

re available and to recover dynamically from any causality errors.

his is the basis for optimistic approaches. Note that the decom-

osition (division) of a simulation into LPs can be critical to the

verall execution performance of a DS in that a balance has to be

ade between parallel execution and communication ( Righter &

alrand, 1989 ). There is a third type, real-time approaches, that

as emerged from effort s to standardise reuse and interoperabil-

ty in defence applications that focus less on the management of

ime and more on simulating a real world training experience. The

ext section presents work on these approaches and underlying

echnologies. 

In DS Mode C, where DS can be used to speed up experimen-

ation, the main issue is how to distribute and coordinate the exe-

ution of simulation experiments on different computers. Arguably,

he need to speed up simulation experimentation is far more com-

on than the need to speed up the simulation of a single model

r to link several models together. Heidelberger (1986) was one

f the first researchers to propose a theoretical foundation for the

arallel execution of simulations. While the use of many comput-

rs to process experiments quickly in parallel is attractive, it does

ot give infinite processing and care must still be taken in identi-

ying the right experiments to process. Further, time is taken to set

p a distributed computer with the software needed to process an

xperiment, to send the simulation and associated parameters and

ata for processing, to receive the results and to manage the over-

ll process. These are common problems in many scientific disci-

lines where some form of computing task needs speeding up by

unning multiple instances of the same program in parallel. As will

e explored later, this was one of the concepts behind the emer-

ence of “The Grid” ( Foster et al., 2001 ) and “e-Science” ( Hey &

refethen, 2005 ), both of which have had widespread impact on

cientific endeavour. Approaches and technologies from these have

nspired emerging simulation technologies. 

. Distributed simulation approaches

The approaches to DS Modes A and B, where techniques are

sed to either speed up a simulation or to link simulations to-

ether, can be split into three types: conservative, optimistic and
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real-time. Approaches to Mode C will be discussed in the Dis-

tributed Simulation Technologies section. 

3.1. Conservative approaches 

The conservative class of algorithms were the first to be devel-

oped in the late 1970s ( Bryant, 1977; Chandy & Misra, 1979; Misra,

1986 ). These algorithms are conservative in the sense that they

avoid time management errors. In the above example, if SSQ3 is at

time 10 and has just processed TEM1 representing the arrival of e1

at T1 and it has received TEM2 representing the arrival of e2 at T2

(time 12) then under a conservative algorithm it will not process

TEM2 until it knows it is safe to do so (i.e. no event will be sched-

uled before time 12). The approach taken by this early work as-

sumed that the LPs and their interconnection (topology) was fixed

and that each LP only sent messages in increasing timestamp order

(and it was assumed that the communication network delivered

messages in the order sent). An LP would therefore have a set of

input queues for messages from each LP. Each input queue would

have a set of messages in increasing timestamp order. The process

to pick the next safe message to process would therefore be a cy-

cle of repeatedly checking the time of the next message in each

queue and then processing the earliest one (advancing the simu-

lation clock and executing this next event as one would do in a

“normal” sequential simulation). 

As it is possible for deadlock to occur in this scheme (caused

by a network of empty input queues at LPs waiting in a chain for

each other to act), timestamped null messages are sent as guaran-

tees of behaviour. When an LP attempts to process a message, if

the earliest timestamped message is a null message, the LP merely

advances its simulation clock to that time. This might have the

effect of enabling that LP to act (e.g. by sending a timestamped

event message representing an entity leaving the LP as a result of

an end of service event). If that LP cannot act then it will send a

timestamped null message to all its connected LPs that will allow

them to advance time. Key to this (and to performance) is looka-

head which is the smallest time advance guarantee that an LP can

make (e.g. a minimum service time). Relatively poor lookahead can

lead to an excessive exchange of messages (and associated process-

ing of large queues of null messages) and poor speedup as much of

the processing time is consumed with the processing of null mes-

sages. There have been many variants proposed to improve the ef-

fectiveness of conservative algorithms, especially with respect to

alternative approaches to null message generation and extracting

better lookahead from application specific details. For example,

broadcasting ( Peacock, Manning, & Wong, 1980 ), shared resources

( Reynolds, 1972 ), appointments ( Nicol & Reynolds, 1984 ), LP in-

terconnection topology ( Kumar, 1986 ), bounded lag ( Lubachevsky,

1989 ) and conditional lookahead ( Fu, Becker, & Szczerbicka, 2014 ).

Work continues in this area as researchers seek to produce more

effective time management approaches for specific applications or

new mapping/partitioning algorithms to load balance the process-

ing of a DS. 

3.2. Optimistic approaches 

In contrast to conservative algorithms, optimistic algorithms al-

low causality errors to occur and then recover from them so that

all events are correctly processed in order by the end of the sim-

ulation. The aim is to generate more parallelism to process the

simulation faster. Jefferson (1985) introduced virtual time for dis-

tributed systems that took inspiration from Lamport’s clocks and

approaches for virtual memory handling. Applying this to DS re-

sulted in the Time Warp mechanism, the most well-known op-

timistic algorithm. In this LPs have three queues: input message

queue, output message queue and a state queue. Event messages
re sent between LPs and are stored in the input queue. Event

essages are processed as they arrive in the hope that they will

rrive in the correct order. Each time an event message is pro-

essed a new state is made (reflecting the current state of the LP at

ime t) and stored in the state queue. If new event messages are

enerated then these are stored in the output queue and sent to

heir destination LPs. If an out of order event message is processed

hen the LP returns to the last safe state prior to the timestamp

f the event message being processed (this is termed a “rollback”).

opies of output messages stored in the output queue with times-

amps greater than the time of the current new state are then sent

ith negative signs (termed “antimessages”). If an antimessage ar-

ives in an input queue it causes the receiving LP to rollback to the

ast current safe time and in turn to send its antimessages. Once

ntimessages are sent the LP processes the now correctly ordered

vent message in its input queue and continues as before. 

Major issues with optimistic approaches include the storage

nd access of large numbers of simulation states and rollback cas-

ades. A protocol to establish Global Virtual Time (GVT) can be

sed to establish a lower bound on global time–this means that

Ps will not rollback to an earlier time and therefore simulation

tates with an earlier timestamp can be eliminated. As with con-

ervative algorithms many variants have been proposed. Many of

hese focus on reducing the number of rollbacks and cascades, the

eed to reprocess event messages (for example when an arriving

vent message does not change the simulation state) and more ef-

cient methods of calculating GVT. Examples include lazy cancel-

ation ( Gafni, 1988 ), lazy re-evaluation ( Fujimoto, 1990 ), restricted

ollback ( Damani, Wang, & Garg, 1997 ), adaptive state saving ( Lin,

reiss, Loucks, & Lazowska, 1993; Rönngren & Ayani, 1994 ), mes-

age aggregation ( Chetlur, Abu-Ghazaleh, Radhakrishnan, & Wilsey,

998 ), global checkpointing ( Moreira, Santana, & Santana, 2005 )

nd speculative computing ( Venu & Joe, 2014 ). Some attempts have

lso been made to control unconstrained rollback by combining

ptimistic and conservative approaches (e.g. Breathing Time Buck-

ts ( Steinman, 1992 )). 

.3. Real-time approaches 

Both conservative and optimistic approaches support the anal-

sis of systems using some form of discrete-event simulation. An

lternative to this is real-time simulation where a simulation at-

empts to respond as if it is the real world (or at least give a real-

ime response to a user’s actions). In a DS multiple simulations

eed to interact with multiple “players” and their own responses

n as close to real-time as possible. This goal requires different ap-

roaches to balancing processing and communication. These are

lassed as “Real-Time Approaches” and do not use time manage-

ent as described above. 

Real-time simulations, or distributed virtual environments,

ere motivated by the need to connect, and reuse, expensive mil-

tary simulations and simulators for training. The SIMulator NET-

orking (SIMNET) Project was funded by DARPA in 1983 (and sub-

equently by the US Army) and represents a major milestone in

he evolution of real-time DS. The project created a network of

round 250 simulators, installed at nine operational training sites

five in the US and four in Europe). This started the first ma-

or standardization effort in DS. The way many distributed sys-

ems technologies (such as the Internet, the World Wide Web and

any applications) operate and communicate is defined by var-

ous standards. These standards tend to define the communica-

ions protocol (“how we speak to each other”), the format of the

ata transmitted (“what we say to each other”) and any supporting

oftware needed by the technology. The communications protocols

eveloped in SIMNET became the Distributed Interactive Simula-

ion (DIS) Standard Protocol IEEE standard 1278-1993 ( IEEE, 1993 ).
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Fig. 3. A Distributed simulation using the high level architecture.
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his was approved on March 17, 1993 and was later superseded

y newer versions and extensions. Related work on the Aggregate

evel Simulation Protocol (ALSP) ( Wilson & Weatherly, 1994 ) and

eneral experiences from research on conservative and optimistic

echanisms, formed the basis for the development of a more am-

itious standard for DS. 

Based on these effort s, in 1996 the Defense Modeling and Sim-

lation Office (DMSO) produced an initial proposal for the High

evel Architecture (HLA), a standard to support the reuse and

nteroperation of distributed simulations ( Dahmann, Fujimoto, &

eatherly, 1997 ). This was formally ratified as the IEEE 1516-20 0 0

tandard for Modeling and Simulation (M&S) High Level Architec-

ure in 20 0 0 (updated in 2010). The HLA is actually a suite of stan-

ards. These include the definition of a framework and rules ( IEEE,

010a ), the definition of supporting software (the Runtime Infras-

ructure (RTI)) ( IEEE, 2010b ), data definitions (the Object Model

emplate (OMT) ( IEEE, 2010c )) and a development process ( IEEE,

010d ). The suite of standards are curated and evolved by an IEEE

orking group and the Simulation Interoperability Standards Orga-

ization Standards Activity Committee (SISO SAC) 2 . 

It is normal for a set of standards to have a supporting com-

unity. SISO has also produced several standards in support of the

LA. The majority are defence-specific (e.g. data formats for mil-

tary vehicles, weapons, etc.) Two have been developed with OR

pplications in mind. The SISO-STD-006-2010 Standard for COTS

imulation Package Interoperability Reference Models (IRMs) was

eveloped to standardise requirements of OR/MS interoperability

roblems ( SISO, 2010a; Taylor, Turner, Strassburger, & Mustafee,

012 ). The SISO-STD-008-2010 Standard for Core Manufacturing

imulation Data (CMSD) was developed to provide a standardized

ata interface for manufacturing systems federations ( SISO, 2010b ;

trassburger & Taylor, 2012 ). The HLA also has facilities for dis-

rete time-based simulations with support for conservative and

ptimistic time management. As shown in Fig. 3 , HLA-based DS

s organized slightly differently to one using LPs. Instead of LPs,

ach simulation is a federate and the collection of interacting (or

nteroperating) simulations is a federation. The data that each sim-

lation can send and expects to receive is defined in the federate’s

ederate Object Model (FOM) based on the general OMT. In Fig. 3 ,

ederate F1 has integer state variables s1, s2 and s3 that represent,

or example, the position of three tanks. F1 performs the simu-

ation of the tank positioned at s1. F2 and F3 are responsible for

he simulation of their tanks at s2 and s3, respectively. The FOM

or each federate with define the variables and their types. Fed-

rates interact through the RTI and the RTI is responsible for the

verall synchronization and control of the federation. In distributed

omputing terms, all the common computing and communication
2 Note that standards play a critical role in distributed computing as they define

ow software communicates over a network (i.e. data and message format) and

ow software interfaces will supporting software (i.e. middleware).

w  

(  

U  

g  

l  
ervices are placed in the RTI middleware. A limited number of

ommercially available RTI middleware and open source RTI mid-

leware are available. 

Simplistically, a real-time DS works in the following way. In the

bove real-time wargame distributed simulation each federate sim-

lates its own tank and reacts to the positions of the others. Before

erforming its simulation for the next time period a federate will

ask” the RTI if there are any updates from the other federates (as 

efined by the FOM). In the case of Federate F1 it will therefore ask

f there are updates on the position of the other two tanks (s2 and

3). If there are updates, the RTI passes these to the federate and

hen that federate updates its simulation (e.g. the new positions of

2 and s3). The federate will then perform its simulation and then

nforms the RTI of the new position of its tank (the new value of

1). The other federates will do this in parallel at the same time.

n the HLA, depending on the needs of the DS, this interchange

f information can be coordinated in several ways with respect to

eal-time progress ( Fujimoto, 1998 ). 

. Distributed simulation technologies

.1. Modes A and B: speeding up and/or linking simulations 

There have been attempts to create software libraries or Appli-

ation Programming Interfaces (APIs) to simplify the development

f DS. Early examples include the Maisie discrete-event simula-

ion language that supported sequential or DS (conservative or op-

imistic) ( Bagrodia & Liao, 1994 ) and the APOSTLE language that

nabled the development of optimistic DS ( Wonnacott & Bruce,

996 ). More recently, Falcone et al. (2016) introduced the HLA de-

elopment kit framework that uses Java annotations to reduce the

evelopment time of HLA-based DS. Alternative approaches com-

ine specialist programming language extensions with operating

ystem-level support for advanced computer architectures (e.g. su-

ercomputers). These include the Georgia Tech Time Warp (GTW)

ystem ( Das, Fujimoto, Panesar, Allison, & Hybinette, 1994 ), WarpIV

based on the Synchronous Parallel Environment for Emulation and

iscrete Event Simulation (SPEEDS) framework) ( Steinman, 2005 )

nd Rensselaer’s Optimistic Simulation System (ROSS) ( Carothers,

auer, & Pearce, 2002 ). This complements research into producing

S algorithms designed to execute on specific high performance

omputing architectures ( Gan et al., 2001; Liu, 2013 ). 

Research in this area continues on many different themes in-

luding balancing the processing load ( De Grande & Boukerche,

011 ; Alghamdi, De Grande, & Boukerche, 2015 ; Alkharboush, De

rande, & Boukerche, 2014 ), process mapping ( Peschlow, Honecker,

 Martini, 2007 ), and managing the amount of data transferred be-

ween LPs/federates ( Morse, Bic, & Dillencourt, 20 0 0; Raczy, Tan, &

u, 2005 ). There has also been a similar theme that has focussed

n the development of DS technologies for distributed agent-based

imulation that combines both distributed computing and high

erformance computing (REPAST HPC ( Collier, Ozik, & Macal, 2015 ),

-MASON ( Cordasco et al., 2013 ), JADE (jade.tilab.com), PDES-

AS ( Suryanarayanan, Theodoropoulos, & Lees, 2013 ), etc.) Re-

earchers have studied DS load balancing issues ( Lee, Park, Song,

 Youn, 2012; Suryanarayanan & Theodoropoulos, 2013 ). General

pproaches to hybrid DS consisting of agent-based and discrete-

vent simulations have also been proposed ( Anagnostou & Taylor,

017; Nouman, Anagnostou, & Taylor, 2013 ). More examples of hy-

rid simulation will be given in the Applications section. 

Some researchers have attempted to exploit advances in soft-

are engineering for DS. Bocciarelli, D’Ambrogio, and Fabiani

2012) investigated how SysML (Systems Modelling Language), the

ML-based general purpose modelling language for systems en-

ineering, could be used to assist in the creation of DS. Simi-

ar investigations have been carried out into Functional Mock-up
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Interface (FMI) ( Awais, Cvetkovic, & Palensky, 2017 ), Layered Archi-

tectures ( Topçu & O ̌guztüzün, 2013 ) and Software Patterns ( Möller,

Antelius, & Karlsson, 2013 ). Several authors have attempted to use

programming language-dependent features to reduce the complex-

ity of DS implementation, particularly with respect to the HLA

( Falcone et al., 2016; Santos, Leal, & Chiroque, 2013; Van Tendeloo

& Vangheluwe, 2015 ). Anagnostou and Taylor (2017) have devel-

oped a combined OR/MS and DS methodology that extends con-

temporary OR simulation approaches with DS features. 

Advances in DS often reflect contemporary computing technolo-

gies of the time with research appearing two to three years after

the appearance of the technology. The object-like structures with

defined message communication interfaces of DS LPs and federates

were reconceptualized in object broker architectures such as the

Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) ( D’Ambrogio

& Gianni, 2004 ) and server-based architectures such as web ser-

vices, grid services and service-oriented architectures ( Al-Zoubi &

Wainer, 2013; Chen, Cai, Turner, & Wang, 2006; Lendermann et al.,

20 05; Pullen et al., 20 04; Theodoropoulos et al., 20 06; Vanmeche-

len, De Munck, & Broeckhove, 2012; Xie, Teo, Cai, & Turner, 2005 ).

Aspects of this work formed the basis for investigations into cloud

computing for DS ( Chaudhry, Nouman, Anagnostou, & Taylor, 2016;

D’Angelo & Marzolla, 2014; Fujimoto, Malik, & Park, 2010; Guan, De

Grande, & Boukerche, 2016; Vanmechelen et al., 2012 ). Initial work

has studied the impact of Big Data Analytics technologies such as

MapReduce and Hadoop on DS ( Kim, Lee, Kim, & Song, 2014 ). 

Some of these effort s are leading to the development of Mod-

elling & Simulation as a Service (MSaaS) that aims to create simu-

lation services in the same standardized context as other develop-

ments in cloud-based services and systems (Software as a Service

(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service

(IaaS)) (e.g. the CloudSME Simulation Platform ( Taylor, Kiss, Ter-

styanszky, Kacsuk, & Fantini, 2014a ) and cloud standards for MSaaS

( Siegfried, Van Den Berg, Cramp, & Huiskamp, 2014 ). Bocciarelli,

D’Ambrogio, Giglio, and Gianni (2013) continued previous work to

investigate how SysML could be used to deploy a DS on cloud. Re-

searchers have also sought to maximise performance from multi-

core CPUs ( De Munck, Vanmechelen, & Broeckhove, 2014; Liu &

Wainer, 2012 ) and GPU systems ( Li, Cai, & Turner, 2016; Tang &

Yao, 2013 ). Some have proposed dedicated computer hardware for

DS ( Lynch & Riley, 2009 ). D’Angelo and Marzolla (2014) discuss is-

sues involved in scaling from multiple CPUs to cloud. Mobile de-

vices have also been investigated as platforms for DS, especially in

terms of energy consumption ( Biswas & Fujimoto, 2016; Fujimoto

& Biswas, 2016 ). 

4.2. Mode C: Speeding up simulation experimentation 

In the past decade this work has focussed on approaches to

using fixed computing resources (a computing grid ) such as net-

works of PCs in an organization (a desktop grid ) or using cloud-

based (virtual) computers on demand. For example, ( Mustafee &

Taylor, 2009 ) developed the WINGRID desktop grid system that

was used to speed up credit risk simulations in a well-known Eu-

ropean bank. Experiences from this formed the basis for SAKER-

GRID ( Kite, Wood, Taylor, & Mustafee, 2011 ), a desktop grid and

computing cluster system in use at Saker Solutions and Sellafield

PLC, a cluster-based high performance simulation system in use in

the Ford Motor Company and a desktop grid that was used for

simulations of biochemical pathways in cancer ( Liu et al., 2014 ).

Choi, Seo, and Kim (2014) also developed a similar system for use

with dedicated computing clusters. In terms of cloud-based sys-

tems, the JADES platform was adapted to run agent-based sim-

ulations in parallel on cloud resources ( Rak, Cuomo, & Villano,

2012 ) and the CloudSME Simulation Platform has been used to run

simulation experiments over multiple clouds ( Taylor et al., 2015a ).
ridSpice ( Anderson, Du, Narayan, & Gamal, 2014 ) also uses a

loud to speed up experimentation of distributed smart grid mod-

ls. Yao et al. (2017) reports on the parallel execution of multiple

S experiments. Their approach has been developed for special-

zed high performance computing systems. The Cloud Orchestra-

ion at the Level of Application (COLA) project 3 is developing an

uto-scaling approach for simulation experimentation on cloud. 

. Distributed simulation applications

What is the current state-of-the-art of applications of DS? To

apture this, a review was performed of publications appearing be-

ween 2010 and 2016 in DS (using SCOPUS and the search terms

Distributed Simulation” or “Parallel Simulation”). These were read

or evidence of applications and then classified into areas (with

ome papers being disregarded (e.g. where “distributed” was used

n the sense of distribution network analysis in supply chains

r distributed systems in computer architectures and networks).

verall 246 papers were collated and of these 113 papers had some

orm of DS application. To get an overview of the state-of-the-

rt, the broad goals of applications were captured and classified

y model type (agent-based simulation (ABS), discrete-event simu-

ation, (DES), timestepped, continuous, real-time and hybrid), goal

Mode A (speeding up a single model), Mode B (linking models

nd reusability), Mode C (speeding up experimentation by running

ultiple simulations in parallel)), technique (time managed (con-

ervative, optimistic, real-time) and technology focus (e.g. cloud,

rid, CPUs, etc.) 

Table 1 shows DS by application area along with the split by

roportion of publications. The following gives an overview of

ork performed in each application area (with illustrative refer-

nces). Research into military or Defence applications of DS tends

o follow two trends, either research into the development of

eal-time distributed training applications (e.g. McIntyre, Smith, &

oode, 2013; Tozzi & Zini, 2011; Zhang & Zhang, 2013 ) and/or re-

earch into improvements in the HLA and associated standards to

upport these applications ( Möller et al., 2012; Prasad, Singh, Gan-

adhar, & Sobhan Kumar, 2014; Wang, Gao, Wei, & Yin, 2012 )).

here is some hybrid work where real-time simulations are being

inked to discrete-event simulations ( Ha, Cha, Roh, & Lee, 2012 ).

ISO plays a major role in standards development (via its Stan-

ards Activity Committee (SAC)) as does NATO (with its interna-

ional working groups for M&S (the Modelling Simulation Groups

MSGs)). NATO is leading standardization work on Cloud and Ser-

ice Oriented Architectures for DS in the area. There is also evi-

ence of research being carried out in these technologies in this

rea ( Li, Li, Cheng, & Song, 2014 ). 

There are several examples of where DS is being applied to link

ultiple hybrid models to investigate various problems in Envi-

onment ( Hennicker & Ludwig, 2012; Yahiaoui & Sahraoui, 2012 ).

nergy work mainly consists of approaches to link hybrid models

typically discrete/continuous) for different applications in power

ystem technology design ( Bottura et al., 2013 ) or agent-based sim-

lations for power grid analysis (producer/consumer) ( Perkonigg,

rujic, & Ristic, 2013; Pipattanasomporn, Feroze, & Rahman, 2009 ).

ridSpice ( Anderson et al., 2014 ) as noted earlier is being used

o support distributed experimentation of distributed smart grid

odels using a cloud. A separate application of DS in this area is

sed to link models to analyse the maintenance requirements of

ffshore wind farms ( Mustafee, Sahnoun, Smart, & Godsiff, 2015 ).

ork in Evacuation focusses on approaches to speeding up the

xecution of large distributed agent-based simulations (or simula-

ions with similar constructs to agents) of crowd behaviour or the
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Table 1

Distributed simulation application by area.

Area Model type Mode A model

speedup

Mode B model

linking/Reuse

Mode C

Experimentation

speedup

Time

managed

Real-time Technology

focus

Publications

Computer

architecture and

control systems

DES,

Timestepped,

Hybrid

(Discrete/

Continuous)

X X X General,

Supercomputer

8 (7.1%)

Defence Real-Time,

some hybrid

(Real-Time/DES)

X X HLA, Cloud,

SOA

18 (16.0%)

Energy ABS, Hybrid

(Continuous,

ABS)

X X X X General, Cloud 12 (10.6%)

Environment Hybrid (DES,

ABS,

Continuous)

X X General 12 (10.6%)

Evacuation ABS X X General 9 (8.0%)

Healthcare DES, Hybrid

(DES/ABS)

X X X X General, Cloud 7 (6.1%)

Humanities ABS X X General 2 (1.8%)

Manufacturing and

supply chain

DES X X X General, HLA,

Grid, Cloud

28 (24.8%)

Maritime Real-Time X X General 5 (4.4%)

Networks DES/

Timestepped

X X General 11 (9.7%)

Space Real-Time X X General 10 (8.8%)

Transportation/Traffic DES, ABS,

Hybrid

(DES/ABS)

X X General, Cloud 11 (9.7%)
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4 Since 2011, led by NASA and SISO, up to 15 teams annually work together from
vacuation of facilities ( Dimakis, Filippoupolitis, & Gelenbe, 2010;

ia, Farrahi, Riener, & Ferscha, 2013 ). 

Computer architectures and control systems investigate how to

peed up the simulation of large scale designs (e.g. VLSI (Very

arge Scale Integration) design ( Gonsiorowski, Carothers, & Trop-

er, 2012; Tsirogiannis & Theodoropoulos, 2013 ) and nanoma-

hines ( Akkaya, Genc, & Tugcu, 2014 )), or the hybrid simulation of

yber-physical systems or embedded system design with discrete

nd continuous components ( Brito et al., 2016; Garraghan, McKee,

uyang, Webster, & Xu, 2016; Pfeifer, Gerstlauer, & Valvano, 2013 ).

ome authors address extremely large-scale supercomputer de-

ign that in turn uses DS on supercomputers ( Liu, 2013; Mubarak,

arothers, Ross, & Carns, 2012 ). 

Healthcare applications have investigated the feasibility of large-

cale healthcare simulation where multiple simulations (DES, ABS)

f facilities are linked together or the speeding up of large models

 Anagnostou, Nouman, & Taylor, 2013; Katsaliaki, Mustafee, Taylor,

 Brailsford, 2009; Lee, Kang, & Prabhu, 2013 ). There are several

xamples of using DS in the sense of distributed access to a model

sed for some form of medical or surgical training ( Khan, Aydin,

han, Dasgupta, & Ahmed, 2015; Kneebone et al., 2010 ). One pa-

er used a multi-objective simulation optimization algorithm im-

lemented on a cloud to speed up the experimentation of medical

esource allocation in emergency departments ( Chen, 2014 ). Work

n Humanities used distributed agent-based simulation to study lo-

istics issues in historical military scenarios ( Craenen, Murgatroyd,

heodoropoulos, Gaffney, & Suryanarayanan, 2012 ) . 

The main theme of Manufacturing and supply chains is the link-

ng together of models ( Fujii et al., 2012; Hibino, Fukuda, & Yura,

015; Medina, Nardin, Pereira, Botter, & Sichman, 2013 ). Some

ork has focussed on the standard representation of data across

 supply chain ( Lin, Wang, Hu, & Long, 2012; Long, 2014 ). Sev-

ral authors have proposed ontologies to support model reuse in

S ( Bell et al., 2008; Dragoicea, Bucur, Tsai, & Sarjoughian, 2012;

arli, Leone, & Gutiérrez, 2016 ). Long (2016) presents a compre-

ensive (non-HLA) DS for supply chain simulation. As noted earlier

c

n this paper, some work has produced standards that have aug-

ented the HLA for use in this area ( Strassburger & Taylor, 2012;

aylor et al. , 2012 ). Associated work has studied the transformation

f Business Process Models into DS (P. Bocciarelli, Pieroni, Gianni, &

’Ambrogio, 2012 ). There are also some examples of distributed

raining where the access to a model is granted over a network

 Bruzzone, Massei, & Bocca, 2012; Silvente et al. , 2012 ). There are

everal examples where systems have been developed to speed up

imulation, some of which use some form of parallel optimization

 Frank, Laroque, & Uhlig, 2013; Zhang & Anosike, 2012 ). There is

lso some evidence of the use of e-Science / e-Infrastructure ar-

hitectures to implement this ( Kiss et al., 2014; Rossetti & Chen,

012 ). 

Maritime applications are similar to defence ones in that they

ocus on real-time access and reusability in the context of ports,

hips and associated facilities ( Dibbern, Hahn, & Schweigert, 2014;

enry et al., 2015; Massei, Tremori, Poggi, & Nicoletti, 2013 ).

etwork applications use DS to speed up large models of fu-

ure networking systems such as wireless sensor networks, Mo-

ile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) and Wireless Vehicular Ad-Hoc

etworks ( Bononi, Di Felice, D’Angelo, Bracuto, & Donatiello,

008; Huang, Alexopoulos, Hunter, & Fujimoto, 2012; Krzyszton

 Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz, 2016; Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz & 

ikora, 2012 ). DS to speed up large-scale models of the Internet

ave also been proposed ( Coudert et al., 2012 ). 

Space applications also focus on real-time and reusability

 Rabelo et al., 2013 ). As with defence there are standardization

ctivities taking place through SISO on areas such as data speci-

cation. Uniquely, there is also an international education initia-

ive that aims to train graduates in the development of DS in

his area (the Simulation Exploration Experience (SEE)) with pub-

ished work describing how international teams of students an-

ually build a DS of a moonbase 4 ( Elfrey & Severinghaus, 2015;
ountries across the world on different federates of a DS of a moonbase. These have
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Falcone, Garro, Longo, & Spadafora, 2014; Taylor, et al. , 2014b ).

Transportation/Traffic applications range from the design of Intel-

ligent Transportation Systems (ITS) in smart cities ( Ventresque et

al., 2012; Xu, Aydt, & Lees, 2012 ) to traffic prediction ( De Grande,

Boukerche, Guan, & Aljeri, 2016; Suh, Hunter, & Fujimoto, 2014 ).

Some work has also investigated the use of cloud to support large-

scale DS of transportation networks ( Hanai, Suzumura, Ventresque,

& Shudo, 2015; Zehe, Knoll, Cai, & Aydt, 2015 ). 

Overall, there is a broad range of DS applications. The main

areas are manufacturing and supply chains (24.8%) and defence

(16.0%). Most manufacturing and supply chain application papers

attempt to implement some idealized supply chain or manufactur-

ing system rather than study a specific real-world problem. Most

defence papers reflect some kind of real or proposed training-

related defence application. Scientific application papers (e.g. en-

ergy, environment, computer architecture, humanities and net-

works) tend to study some specified scientific problem. Transporta-

tion papers are a mix of abstract studies and those contributing

to some identified real world problem. Overall there is a range

of work in all DS modes that are attempting to speed up large

models, to link and reuse existing models and to speed up sim-

ulation experimentation. DS application areas tend to be predomi-

nantly time managed when simulations are used for investigation

and real-time when simulations are used for training. Most appli-

cation areas have some research addressing the impact of contem-

porary technologies such as grid or cloud. The HLA is only used in

defence, space and some manufacturing and logistics work (usually

associated with standards development). The following can also be

observed: 

• simulation software that appears in these papers tends to be

“home grown” or open source applications or libraries. There

are very few examples of DS applications with commercial sim-

ulation packages, possibly due to the difficulty in interfacing to

these (e.g. accessing the event list/clock);
• work tends to either address the speed up of large models,

reusability of large real-time simulations or the speed up of ex-

perimentation with single non-DS models;
• some papers have a multi-disciplinary set of authors and there

is evidence of the “right” problem being addressed; however

there are also examples of “a solution looking for a problem”

where there is no evidence of involvement of domain stake-

holders;
• there are DS research groups across the world who have ad-

vanced the state-of-the-art; however in general research tends

to be isolated with many DS applications being “one-offs” that

do not really build on the work of these groups;
• there are examples of large-scale DS frameworks being devel-

oped (e.g. where DS is used as part of a wider enterprise sys-

tem) as a result of funded research but there is no real evi-

dence of these systems being used after the end of the funding

period;
• a very specific skillset is required and researcher/developers

tend to have some kind of computing, computer science or soft-

ware engineering background; in almost all cases the applica-

tion was highly complex to develop and implement;
• many applications reported good performance; however, in-

creased performance was usually achieved by extra research

into load balancing, improvement of time management, etc.;
included astronauts, rovers, spaceships, satellites, asteroids and asteroid intercep- 

tors. The majority were real-time simulations. However, agent-based and discrete- 

event simulations have also been used. The teams jointly develop a narrative to

coordinate the actions of their simulations in the moonbase DS. In the “graduation”

vent each year the teams work together to run the DS. The moonbase visualization

is done by another federate and uses the Unity engine. See www.exploresim.com

for further details.

w  

S  

o  

T  

a  
• some applications were implemented on general purpose com-

puting systems and some were implemented on highly specific

ones (e.g. supercomputers); the latter achieved better perfor-

mance;
• there is evidence of generic “off-the-shelf” solutions for real-

time DS but not for other forms possibly due to a lack of

widespread acceptance/knowledge of the HLA outside of de-

fence and space applications;
• there is very little evidence of DS being used in non-

defence/space industries (with the exception of speeding up ex-

perimentation by distributing individual experiments over dis-

tributed computers); there is much evidence of DS being used

to support research and some examples of use in transporta-

tion/traffic.

These observations follow those made in surveys by Boer et

l. (2009) and Strassburger, Schulze, and Fujimoto (2008) and re-

ect the general complexity of DS development and a lack of gen-

ral purpose systems, despite good reports on performance. In-

eed this has recently been commented on by Fujimoto (2016) .

n encouraging trend, however, is that there is evidence of multi-

isciplinary research teams. There was also evidence of at least one

S international training program. When the above cited reviews

ere conducted most DS research did not involve stakeholders

rom the application domain. This has changed a little and there

re some good examples of the “right” problem being addressed

rom the application area. These tend to be led by established DS

esearch groups across the world and have advanced the state-

f-the-art usually by attracting substantially funded projects to

reate large-scale DS application frameworks or dedicated DS sys-

ems (e.g. projects which include many industrial partners such as

loudSME, CloudFLOW and Fortissimo 5 as well as the NATO Mod-

lling & Simulation Groups which are composed of industrial and

efence stakeholders). These have worked particularly well in de-

ence and on-going research projects in computer systems where

here is some sustainable skill base. 

However, in other areas such as manufacturing, there is lit-

le evidence of these frameworks being used beyond the lifetime

f the project, again perhaps due to the issues of implementa-

ion complexity and a lack of sustainable supporting industrial skill

ase. However, there might be a simpler reason. Many simulation

rojects develop a model to solve a specific problem. When the

roject is finished, the model is finished. An underlying assump-

ion in DS is that it enables model reuse. In defence many mod-

ls are created and then used repeatedly to study, for example,

ifferent combat scenarios. Models of different military elements

tanks, aircraft, warships, terrain, red/blue/white forces, etc.) might

e reused together in these different scenarios. DS is therefore

racticed in defence. In computer architecture, control systems and

etworks large-scale models require large-scale computing power

nd, arguably, without DS researchers would not be able to study

he future architecture of the Internet, advanced computer archi-

ectures or emerging cyber-physical systems and the Internet of

hings. However, in other areas such as manufacturing systems and

ealthcare the lack of DS might just be due to a misunderstanding

f the volume of available, reusable models. It might also be that

ommercial software tools do not easily support DS and therefore

ake the creation of large-scale simulations composed of reusable

odels extremely difficult. In the author’s experience unpublished

ork does exist. For example, Sellafield PLC (supported by Saker

olutions) and the Ford Motor Company are examples of where DS

f large-scale simulations of industrial processes are being built.

he DS at Sellafield is also capable of running experiments in par-

llel using the SAKERGRID system described earlier ( Kite, 2017;
5 www.cloudsme.eu , eu-cloudflow.eu and www.fortissimo-project.eu .

http://www.exploresim.com
http://www.cloudsme.eu
http://www.fortissimo-project.eu
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ite et al., 2011 ). Ford has a high performance simulation system

hat runs many simulation experiments in parallel and there are

lans to run the Ford DS on their system as well. Both examples

re supported by a software development team in partnership with

he simulation software vendor. Both have models that are reused

o address larger-scale problems. 

The next section will consider the consequences of the above,

he potential for OR and a possible way forward. 

. The potential impact of distributed simulation on

perational research 

What is the potential impact of DS on OR? The introduction

dentified several potential benefits of DS. The previous section

dentified the main themes of DS that have appeared in recent

ears. These are speeding up large models, linking and reusing ex-

sting models and speeding up simulation experimentation. In the

hort term, the last of these could have the greatest impact on OR.

n the longer term, as the demand for decision making based on

ig Data Analytics grows, DS may be a necessity to enable simula-

ion techniques to cope with the needs of large-scale data process-

ng and large-scale systems. Each of these points will be discussed

n turn. The possibility of a sustainable approach to DS is then

iscussed. 

.1. High speed experimentation 

Although not “mainstream” DS, the use of distributed comput-

ng to speed up simulation experimentation is possibly the easiest

pplication of DS to conceptualise and implement. The notion is

ery attractive if it is simple to use. Simulation experimentation

s typically time limited; one may only have a certain amount of

ime to experiment. For example, a model has two input param-

ters and one output KPI. The input parameters can take 10 val-

es each. This leads to 100 possible experiments. Replications need

o be included. Assuming 10 replications per experiment leads to

0 0 0 simulation runs for the overall experiment. If the model takes

n hour to simulate then the experimentation will take 10 0 0 hours

just under 42 days). Many models run faster than this; however,

ven if a model took one minute to run the experimentation would

ake just under 17 hours. In theory at least, if 10 computers were

sed then the experimentation time of our two models would be

educed to 4.2 days and 1.7 hours respectively (in reality it would

e more than this as distributed computing introduces a delay

here computers are initialized, data/models are sent to the com-

uters and results are returned–however there would still be a

ubstantial time saving). Cloud computing in this context is very

ttractive in that many more computers could be leased just for

he time needed for experimentation. In the above, hiring a com-

uter on the Amazon EC2 cloud costs at the time of writing around

0.023/hour. In the above hiring 10 computers for 100 hours would

ost around $20 (this would vary depending on the profile of the

omputing instance needed for the simulation). Overall, the propo-

ition to do more experimentation at low cost is a very attractive

roposition for OR. 

In addition to the research described earlier several OR re-

earchers have been investigating this form of DS. Fu (1994) was

ne of the earliest to note the potential of massively paral-

el simulation in stochastic optimization. More recently, Nelson

2016) notes that “parallel simulation is becoming easy to do, and

ny simulation experiment that requires multiple replications or

ultiple scenarios can benefit dramatically from parallel simula-

ion.” He also goes on to comment that both computational ef-

ciency and statistical validity have roles to play in novel paral-

el optimization strategies. Several recent articles have explored a
ombination of these strategies and different technological imple-

entations ( Luo, Hong, Nelson, & Wu, 2015; Ni, Ciocan, Hender-

on, & Hunter, 2017; Ni, Hunter, & Henderson, 2013 ). Some com-

ercial simulation packages are offering limited parallel processing

ither by using machines attached to a local area network or mul-

iple CPUs of a computer, if available. Overall, the work described

n these papers show the feasibility of optimization-based tech-

iques in addition to “simple” experimentation. However, partic-

larly in commercial simulation software, access to large amounts

f computing resources is far from simple due to the need of ad-

itional management software and the use of different grid/cloud

omputing approaches. The question remains as to how these can

e made commonplace and easily accessible by OR researchers and

ractitioners. 

.2. Big data and simulation 

There is a growing trend in business systems to produce big

ata and the need for associated analytical techniques, or Big

ata Analytics ( Chen, Chiang, & Storey, 2012 ). McAfee & Brynjolf-

son (2012) characterise big data in terms of volume (amount of

ata), velocity (speed of creation) and variety (multiple sources).

ustig et al. (2010) propose the view that analytics in OR com-

rises three distinct aspects: descriptive (what happened), predic-

ive (what will happen next?) and prescriptive (what should the

usiness do next?). Mortenson, Doherty, and Robinson (2015) ar-

ue that Big Data and real-time analytics (amongst others) are crit-

cal research areas in OR. It is reasonable to assume that the same

xpectations of Big Data Analytics could be made of simulation.

ne might expect that if simulation is to be used in the context

f emerging large-scale systems such as mass customization, com-

lex supply chains and the Cyber-physical systems of Industry 4.0,

igital Twins and Smart Cities, simulation approaches need to be

ble to deal with larger amounts of data, larger models and richer

nalysis through more experimentation. 

Khan (in Taylor et al., 2015b , p. 649) proposed “Big Simulation”

s sets of coupled simulations that take big data input and pro-

uce big data output in near to real time. Symbiotic simulation has

merged as a possible approach to integrating simulation with Dig-

tal Twins, IoT and Big Data ( Aydt, Turner, Cai, & Low, 2009; Yang,

hen, & Wang, 2018 ). Nelson (2016 , p.4) suggested that the success

f data analytics in business and industry will “lead simulation

sers to expect the same sort of fine-grained, conditional analy-

is from their simulations”. DS could be the way forward to enable

imulation to deal with linking and reusing models to create simu-

ations of big systems, the processing of large-scale big simulations

nd the processing of the associated outputs. In the same sense

f Big Data Analytics, one might call this Big Simulation Analytics

here predictive and prescriptive analytical techniques are applied

o “big” problems. As noted in the previous section there are ex-

mples of technological infrastructure that have been created for

arge-scale simulation. However, as also noted, these tend to exist

or as long as the associated simulation project exists and there

s little evidence (apart from the exceptions noted) that there are

ustainable infrastructures being created. Again, how could these

echniques be made commonplace? 

.3. Experiences with e-Infrastructures and e-Science 

Many large-scale international scientific projects such as the

arge Hadron Collider (LHC) and the forthcoming Square Kilome-

re Array, as well as many “smaller” scale projects in biology and

edicine, produce large amounts of data and involve international

ollaborations of hundreds of institutes. In many of these simula-

ion plays a key role. In the LHC project, simulations enable theo-

ies to be tested against observed data and require large comput-
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ing resources to perform experiments in a reasonable amount of

time. It is a major challenge to provide effective access for scien-

tists across the world to this enormous amount of data, simula-

tions and supporting computing facilities. The concept of a world-

wide distributed computing infrastructure known as “The Grid”

was first coined in the mid-1990 s in the same sense as plugging

into an electricity power grid; scientists would be able to easily

plug into a scientific grid of computers, data, applications and sen-

sors across organizations to support international scientific projects

( Foster et al., 2001 , p. 200). 

Through dedicated funding programs The Grid has evolved into

an international system of high performance networks and com-

puters termed e-Infrastructures or cyberinfrastructures (the former

is a European term and the latter an American term for the

same concept) ( Bird et al., 2009 ). E-Science denotes the pursuit

of science enhanced with these advanced distributed infrastruc-

tures ( Hey & Trefethen, 2005 ). Large-scale infrastructure providers

have established a sustainable funding base over the long term

and are supporting a range of scientific and, to some extent, in-

dustrial projects (e.g. the European Grid Initiative (EGI) (European

distributed computing infrastructure), GEANT (European high per-

formance networking infrastructure) and supporting National Re-

search and Education Networks (NRENs) (e.g. JANET in the UK))

( Barjak, Eccles, Meyer, Robinson, & Schroeder, 2013 ). The infras-

tructures continue to evolve; the EGI is developing the EGI Fed-

erated Cloud ( Fernández-del-Castillo, Scardaci, & García, 2015 ) and

the European Commission is leading the European Open Science

Cloud 

6 both of which aim to give a scalable and flexible e-

Infrastructure to the European research community. Programs such

as the EC’s i4MS (ICT Innovation for Manufacturing SMEs) are sup-

porting projects that build on e-Infrastructure developments for in-

dustry to create cloud-based advanced modelling, simulation and

data analytics services for European engineering and manufac-

turing SMEs (e.g. see the success stories from projects including

CloudSME 7 , CloudFLOW 

8 and Fortissimo 9 ). 

There are various sophisticated software systems that exist to

use e-Infrastructure facilities, typically by giving “single sign-on”

secure access to multiple computers across multiple administrative

domains and the ability to manage the execution of jobs on those

computers (e.g. WS-PGRADE/gUSE (Peter Kacsuk et al., 2012; Kiss

et al., 2014 ) and the FutureGateway that has evolved from the DE-

CIDE framework ( Ardizzone et al., 2012 )). E-Infrastructure applica-

tions can be created from these by first deploying the application

service on the e-Infrastructure and registering it in some form for

service catalogue (see below) and then accessing the service via a

science gateway (a web-based system that allow scientists to use

e-Infrastructures with a simple front end that has been developed

for their needs) or some kind of programming interface (usually

some kind of RESTful interface) integrated into software that is

familiar to the user (for a wide range of examples of these see

www.sci-gaia.eu/community , www.cloudsme-apps.com and cata-

log.sciencegateways.org/#/home for examples of science gateways).

Software applications or services are being increasingly developed

in a standard way so that they can be stored, browsed and reused

from a standardized service catalogue (e.g. the EGI service cata-

logue ( https://www.egi.eu/services/ ) and the INDIGO service cata-

logue ( www.indigo-datacloud.eu )). Applications can be linked to-

gether by workflows, sequences of tasks that are translated into

jobs executed on specific computing systems supported by the

above software infrastructures ( Deelman, Gannon, Shields, & Tay-

lor, 2009; Liew et al., 2016 ). Examples of workflow systems include
6 https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/index.cfm?pg=open- science- cloud .
7 http://www.cloudsme- apps.com/simulation- applications/ .
8 http://eu-cloudflow.eu/project/impact.html .
9 https://www.fortissimo- project.eu/success- stories .

r  

i  

c

 

e  
egasus ( Deelman et al., 2016 ), Kepler ( Ludäscher et al., 2006 ), Tav-

rna ( Wolstencroft et al., 2013 ), Swift ( Zhao et al., 2007 ) and WS-

GRADE/gUSE (Peter Kacsuk et al., 2012 ). 

Science gateways, workflows and e-Infrastructures therefore

epresent sustainable high performance systems that are used for

cience and, to an emerging extent, industry. What might such a

ystem look like for DS and OR? The next section briefly outlines a

ossible future. 

.4. A future of DS in OR? 

In a possible future where DS is commonly used in OR, a user

ight access an e-Infrastructure via a web-based science gateway,

onfigure a workflow to execute a series of tasks and instruct those

asks to be run. As shown in Fig. 4 , such a workflow might have

ve steps: Management, Acquisition, Composition, Experimentation

nd Analysis. 

In the Management task a user first selects an experimentation

ervice. This could be for direct experimentation (just run exper-

ments based on KPIs and parameters) or some form of ranking

 selection algorithm, some form of parallel optimization, etc. The

ser then identifies what experiments he or she would like to run

nd specifies KPIs, parameters, confidence intervals, etc. S/he might

hoose what infrastructure to run on. The choice might be an inter-

al computing resource (e.g. a cluster), different external clouds, a

edicated high performance computing facility, etc. Cost/time in-

ormation might be given for each infrastructure to help the user

o decide which to select. For example, the user might enter the

udget they have for the experiments or the time that they would

ike the experimentation to take. The user could enter the number

f replications they would like to run (or use an estimation tech-

ique based on the confidence internals ( Hoad, Robinson, & Davies,

011 )). The number of runs could then be calculated by combining

he number of replications with the KPIs and parameters. Multi-

lying this with an approximation of the runtime of the simulation

ould give the estimated overall runtime. The management service

ould then give cost based on the number of computers (actual

PUs of a cluster, virtual CPUs of a cloud) that would be needed

o complete the experimentation in the specified time (or alter-

atively how long the experimentation would take if there was

 specific budget). Once the infrastructure and CPU number have

een selected, the user then pays if necessary, and then instructs

he management task to run the experiments. The system would

hen manage the runs over the selected infrastructure (looping as

ecessary if some optimization service has been selected) and re-

ort to the user the progress of the experimentation and when it

s complete. 

Following the Management task is the Acquisition task. This

s arguably implicit in any simulation process as experimenta-

ion cannot start until the data sources required by the model(s)

databases, spreadsheets, etc.) have been updated. Model(s) might

lso use a range of statistical distributions that need updating from

hese sources. In the case of Symbiotic Simulation, Cyber-physical

ystems or a Digital Twin, this might involve direct data collec-

ion from the sensors in a physical system. We may assume that

he selection of services in this task has been predefined and the

ask runs these to perform the updates. At the end of this task

he model and its associated data have been successfully acquired

nd updated and are ready for the Composition task. With a single

imulation this task would just ready the model and its support-

ng components for uploading to the infrastructure. A DS would

equire several models to be composed (i.e. a set of federates be-

ng composed into a federation) and a supporting workflow service

ould be selected to automate this. 

The Experimentation task would then create “jobs” based on

ach experiment, submit these to a queue for the infrastructure

http://www.sci-gaia.eu/community
http://www.cloudsme-apps.com
https://www.egi.eu/services/
http://www.indigo-datacloud.eu
https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/index.cfm?pg=open-science-cloud
http://www.cloudsme-apps.com/simulation-applications/
http://eu-cloudflow.eu/project/impact.html
https://www.fortissimo-project.eu/success-stories
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Fig. 4. A workflow for distributed simulation in operational research.

Fig. 5. An e-Science vision for distributed simulation in operational research.
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o process, manage the execution of the jobs (e.g. relaunching any

ailed jobs) and then collate the results from each job as their re-

ults are returned from the infrastructure. A user could instead se-

ect an optimization service that would drive experimentation (e.g.

ill climbing, a genetic algorithm, etc.) The final step is the Anal-

sis task. Users could select from a set of services that analyse

he output from experimentation. This could include, for example
 service that produces summary statistics or some deeper time

eries-based analysis. The Analysis service could itself be workflow

ased and run over distributed computing resources to reduce the

ime taken to analyse the output. Indeed, it is possible that a user

ould request several analyses to be performed at the same time

nd the results from this be brought together in some kind of hi-

rarchical workflow. In these cases the Management task could be
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extended to give further cost estimates for analysis. Similar exten-

sions could be made to reflect the on-going cost of optimization. 

Based on this workflow, Fig. 5 shows a possible conceptualiza-

tion of an e-Science approach for DS in OR that shows the work-

flow realized on an e-Infrastructure using a science gateway. This is

influenced by the workflow system WS-PGRADE/gUSE and is based

on recent experiences with the CloudSME project where several

commercial cloud-based simulation systems using e-Infrastructure

approaches were created. 

Consider the following example. An enterprise is capable of

manufacturing a range of widgets for a number of consumers. The

manager of the enterprise in this supply chain wants to understand

how the behaviour of her factory responds to changes in demand

and supply over time. She has a discrete-event model of her fac-

tory and agent-based models of her suppliers and consumers (per-

haps a more reasonable large supply chain model as this does not

assume that other discrete-event simulations in the supply chain

exist but does assume that the enterprise has detailed information

about supplier/consumer behaviour over time). We assume that a

management interface similar to a science gateway has been set up

and a workflow has been defined in WS-PGRADE/gUSE. The man-

ager might want to (for example) investigate the most reliable set

of suppliers based on a 20% increase in consumption across her

product range and to identify the most critical areas in her fac-

tory in terms of machine utilization and operator utilization (we

assume that a mix of machines and operators are used in her fac-

tory to produce the widgets). 

In the Management task, she sets up the experiments on her

management interface (the equivalent of a science gateway) and

chooses an analytics service that can correlate and cluster the sim-

ulation results. She then investigates the best available infrastruc-

ture to run the experiments within a reasonable amount of time

(e.g. compares the cost of Amazon Cloud, Microsoft Azure and a

High Performance Computing centre available in her region against

running over a local desktop grid), makes her selection and begins

the experimentation. The workflow then begins automatic execu-

tion by executing the Acquisition task. This executes in parallel to

load the most recent data and model into the infrastructure. The

Composition task then composes the DS by bringing together the

three models with HLA standard software for time management.

The Experimentation task would then create “jobs” based on each

experiment and dispatch these through the infrastructure to (say)

virtual computers running on the Amazon cloud. As results begin

to come in, the infrastructure passes these onto the Analysis task.

This task takes each set of results and, in turn, sends these jobs out

for processing on the infrastructure using a clustering and classi-

fication service that runs for each job and then collates these to-

gether for display on the management interface. The manager then

makes her decisions within hours rather than months. In the case

of Symbiotic Simulation or Digital Twins, once set up, this process

might run constantly as the system monitors and attempts to im-

prove the performance of the system via simulation. 

7. Conclusions

This paper has presented the state-of-the-art of DS approaches,

technologies and applications from the perspective of three Modes

of DS. It has discussed the significant potential of DS for OR and

has suggested an approach inspired by successful experiences in

e-Science. It is hoped that this article will bring the DS and OR

communities closer together by presenting the opportunities and

benefits of collaboration. Reflecting on observations made of DS

applications, future research in this area should consider: 

• Interdisciplinary Research: Future research collaborations should

consist of teams of OR and DS researchers to give a balance of
expertise. Further, to overcome the issue of “a solution look-

ing for a problem”, collaborations should also involve domain

stakeholders (e.g. potential end users) to, at the very least, val-

idate the overall direction of the work or science gateways de-

veloped for end users; 
• Integrating commercial simulation software: Many OR simulation

users tend to use commercial simulation software. If this is the

case then software vendors should be involved in collaboration

as the effective integration of their software into any solution

is vital;
• Simple access for users: DS has been criticized as being hard

to develop, implement and use. Science gateways have been

shown to facilitate the use of complex software systems and

may well be a way of making DS easy to use by non-computing

experts;
• Align work with the international e-Science and e-Infrastructure

communities: Developments in this area should also involve the

wider e-Infrastructure communities (e.g. those represented by

the European Grid Initiative) and effort s should be made to

create standardized services that can form part of wider ser-

vice catalogues (essentially directories or repositories of soft-

ware that users can access and add to their computations). This

would facilitate service reuse so making it significantly easier to

build on the work of others;
• Seek framework funding with the right interdisciplinary team:

Despite criticisms made earlier of large-scale frameworks

and related funding initiatives, there are many examples in

e-Science where communities have used funding programmes

to create successful and sustainable e-Infrastructures. Such a

funded initiative may well be required to create an e-Science

infrastructure for OR;
• Develop combined OR/DS methodologies and techniques: Both OR

and DS have simulation methodologies and techniques that use

their own “language”; work needs to be done to bring the two

areas closer together by developing common approaches that

“speak” to the widest possible OR/DS communities;
• Use and develop OR/DS standards: Standards are vital to ensure

the widest possible compatibility between technologies devel-

oped by international groups (e.g. the HLA, standards developed

by the Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization and

those associated with e-Science and e-Infrastructures); and
• Develop education and innovation through Hackfests: The estab-

lishment of an international Hackfest, or Hackathon, that in-

volves student and professional teams drawn from OR, DS, e-

Science, vendors and stakeholder communities might be an ex-

citing way of jumpstarting innovations in this area.
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